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The aim of this study is to gain insight into the strategicc that might be necessary in a device for the automatic recognition of spoken sentences, through an experiment in which speech recognition is attempted by visual recognition of spectrograms by experienced experimenters. Spectro grams of a set of tei sentences, constructed from a vocabulary of 200 words, were prepared and the experimenters (the aut:-»rs) attempted two tasks from visual examination of the spectrograms: (1) phonetic transcription ol the sentences in terms of phonetic symbols or in terms of a partial feature specification; and (2) recognition of each sentence as a whole, using any available information, including the lexicon. In the phonetic transcription task, 56 percent of the segments were recognized correctly, and the feature specification was partially correct in an additional 27 percent of the segment. In the sentence recognition task the experimenters missed 27 words out of > possible 156, but most of these were simple function words. The sentence-recognition strategies used by the experimenters consisted of three fteps; 1. Identification of clear and well defined phonetic segments and features; 2. Hypothesis of remaining features by reference to the lexicon and syntactic and semantic constraints; and 3. Reexamination of the acoustic data to see if they are consistent with the hypothesis.
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and the experimenters (the authors) attempted two tasks from visual examination of the spectrograms:
(1) phonetic transcription of the sentences in terms of phonetic symbols or in terms of a partial feature specification; and (2) recognition of each sentence as a whole, using any available information, including the lexicon.
In the phonetic transcription task, 56 percent of the segments were recognized correctly, and tb-s feature specification was correct but incomplete in an additional 27 percent of the segments. In the sentence recognition task, the experimenters missed 27 words (out o2 a possible 156), but most of these were simnle function words. The sentence-recognition strategies used by the experimenters consisted of three steps:
(1) Identification of clear and well defined phonetic segments and features; (2) Hynothesis [ of remaining features by reference to the lexicon and syntactic and semantic constraints; and (3) Reexamination of the acoustic data to see if they are consistent with the hypothesis.
It is suggested that similar procedures will be necessary in an automatic speech recognitior task, and it is felt that this task is sufficiently complex that only simple and highly constrained sentences will be capable of recognition in the near future. speech. The literature has been reviewed by Lindgren (1965) and, more recently, by Hyde (1968) . This work has been concerned primarily with the recognition of words spoken in isolation, but recently there has been increasing emphasis on the recognition of sentence material (Sakai and Doshita, 1962; Martin, et al., 1966; Reddy, 1967; Vicens, 1969; Tappert, et at. 1970; Newell, (in press ).
There are remarkable differences between an utterance of -i continuous speech and the same words spoken in isolation;
i I t
(1) Word boundaries are not clearly marked.
(2) Co-articulation occurs between words.
(3) Stress and syntactic information are encoded by modifications in segmental durations, fundamental frequency changes, pauses, and the reduction of vowels.
(4) The acoustic attributes that signal the feature values of many segments are changed, or some features may ac .ually be deleted according to specific rules oi English phonology. It is reasonable to suppose that a speaker is free to delete certain acoustic cues from sentence material since he is aware that the listener has available to him contextual information that enables him to supply the missing cues through some kind of internal calculation.
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Some of the effects of patting words together into meaningful sentences are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 . Figure 1 compares a broadband spectrogram* (Presti, 1966; Koeniq, Dunn and Lacey, 194 6 ) of an utterance with the same words when spoken in isolation. The sentence is "If the cube is not blue, nick it up." It is instructive to compare each isolated word with the portion of the sentence corresponding to the same word. The changes that one sees are sufficiently dramatic that, in general, one cannot hope to achieve sentence recognition by matching a sat of stored acoustic patterns corresponding to isolated words against a comparable acoustic representation of the unknown utterance.
The assertion that even the most sophisticated acoustic pattern recognition schemes are insufficient for continuous speech recognition is reinforced by the example shown in Fig. 2 . A spectrogram of the word "after" is compared with spectrograms of the same word embedded in several different sentences. The sentences have been chosen to illustrate co-articulation of the word "after" with adjacent vowels, sonorants, nasals, plosives and fricatives. As can be seen from these examples, vowels and other sonorants tend to produce greater acoustic changes than plosives and fricatives.
Since the recognition of sentences will clearly require strategies that are considerably more complex than those used in isolated-word recognition, it seems prudent to study the performance of a human observer when he is faced with the task of understanding sentences in the form of visual patterns that involve a transformation of the soeech input similar to that *A spectrogram plots time on the horizontal axis and frequency on the vertical axis. The blackness of anv point is monotonically related to the onergv contained in the previous 3-5 msec of the waveform obtained from the output of a 300 Hz bandpass filter centered at that point. If it can be demonstrated that subjects can learn to read spectrograms, then it can be concluded that the data available on a spectrogram at least provide a sufficient inout for an automatic sentence recognition device, although there may, of course, be other transformations of the input data that would help to simplify the task. Apa t from this observation, however, it would be a mistake to interpret success on the spectrogramreading task as a positive indication of the potential success of automatic procedures. A human observer can bring to the spectrogram-reading task the enormously complex informationprocessing abilities at the semantic and syntactic levels that he uses in dealing with language-the kind of knowledge that he utilizes when speaking and listening, when reading, or when translating text from one language into another. In addition, the sophisticated observer can, through covert or overt internal generation of sentence material that he hypothesizes to be represented in a spectogram, verify phonetic facts which are otherwise not readily accessible to him. Thus, the rpectrogramreading exercise reported here should be interpreted not as a means for assessing the potential success of future speechrecognition devices but as a vehicle for gaining insight into the strategies that might be reasonable to follow in such devices.
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Experiments on visual recognition of spectrograms have been performed for words spoken in isolation (Pot^-r, Kopp and Green, 1947) . Workina with spectrograms and a real-time display, the authors were able to train several observers to recognize a lexicon of up to 200 commcu words from the visua] representation. All words were spoken very distinctly, and silent pauses appeared between the words of a sentence or phrase. It is not known whether observers developed an ability to analyze an unfamiliar word by phonetic decomposition or to deal with normal continuous speech in real time, but recent research on speech analyzing aids for the deaf casts doubt on these possibilities (Goldberq, 1970; Liberman, et al., 1968) .
Spectrograms of isolated words have been used in informal visual recognition experiments in the past (Stevens, 1969) . Broadband spectrograms were made of words selected from a 64-word lexicon sooken by several talkers (Gold, 1966) . After a short period of instruction, students v/orking in small groups were able to identify words correctly 85-100 percent of the time when provided with a list of the lexicon. Spectrograms have also been examined in attempts to recognize speaker identity. (Kersta, 1962; Tosi, et al,, 1971 ). 
PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION TASK
The materials used in the first experiment were broadband spectorqrams of ten sentences spoken by a single male talker at a conversational rate. A sample spectrogram is shown in Fig. 3 . One of the authors (DHK) attempted to make a transcription of the utterances in terms of phonetic segments, or, if some features were ambiguous, in terms of a partial feature specification of the segments,* During this phase of the experiment, neither I the lexicon nor the semantic context of the sentences was known to the experimenter, and he tried to avoid making hypotheses j about these matters. No spectrograms of this speaker had been observed previously.
I
An example of the phonetic transcription produced for the sentence "Stack up all blue objects in a box" is shown in Fig. 3 immediately below the spectrogram. Sets of phonetic symbols appearing within brackets are used as an abbreviation for the fact that one or more features could not be identified at all from the spectrogram. Thus the notation {n} means that the seament identity was ambiguous as far as the labial or coronal features are concerned.
A so-called correct phonetic transcription appears below the transcription of the experimenter in Fig. 3 . Determination of the correct transcription involves many rather arbitrary decisions, but we tdlieve that these decisions have relatively little effect on the results to be reported. *A discussion of what is meant by a phonetic seoment and a feature is given in Section 3.2.3.
A summary of the transcription results is shown in Table 1 .
Approximately 200 phonetic segments should have been detected and transcribed. As the results indicate, one or more feature entries were left unspecified in over one quarter of the phonetic segments. The errors that were made were of three types. A -* segment was identified incorrectly on at least one feature dimension 11 percent of the time. A segment was not detected 5 percent of the time, and a segment was seen and transcribed when, in fact, none was present one percent of the time. Winograd (1971) and is capable of describing and manipulating a scene containing objects in various relations to one another. The authors worked independently with the aid of the lexicon and the knowledge that the sentences were meaningful and well formed. The ten sentences were processed in about 3 hours.
Summary of Results
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The results are shown in Table J . The ten sentences are listed and words not identified correctly are underlined. DUK missed 16 words and KNS missed 11 words, but only 3 words were missed by both experimenters. 
Outline of Recognition Strategies
Our recognition strategies seemed to involve three steps. As a first step, while attempting to work in a left-to-right fashion, we would first identify certain clear and well"defined phonetic segments and features. These features are identified on the basis of spectra and spectral changes extending over only * a brief interval, probably only a few teas of milliseconds.
(The remaining features seem to be characterized by contextdependent acoustic attributes whose decoding was either impossible or required very complex reasoning involving acoustic data extending over a longer time interval, possibly one second or more.) The second step involved hypothesizing values for the remaining features from our theoretical knowledge of acoustic phonetics, by reference to the lexicon and through cur intuition concerning syntactic and semantic constraints. In the tinal step, we determined whether the acoustic data were consistent with the ri hypothesized word sequence and feature values. The results of I i~l this step would either be a very satisfying discovery that all I , of the varied acoustic cues seemed to fit together or an uncomfortable inability to resolve some conflicting aspects of the data, in which case other alternatives were hypothesized.
.1 An Example of the Recognition Process
In order to clarify this process, an example of one of the spectrograms is shown in Fig. 4 . The utterance probably begins with a /p/ followed by a short vowel, a flap /d/, a short front vowel, and then a dental stop with a long closure duration. At this point, a quick lexical search revealed no multi-syllable word having a good match to the partial feature specification. although the word "pointer" was perhaps close enoxagh that further analysis of the spectrogram was needed to reject it with confidence. Possible 2-word sequences were then considered and "put it" suggested itself as a good candidate. After consideration of the likely coarticulation pattern on the 2-word sequence reference to the spectrogram revealed that the vowel transitions ■ I and consonant cues "looked right" for this word pair. If no ■ » satisfactory lexical candidate had been found, we would have looked again at the data to see if perhaps the initial /D/ was a /b/ or an /f/, etc., and try the lexicon again, or we might have looked ahead to the next syllable containing a stressed vowel.
I |
The next portion of the utterance probably begins with a /d/ (high frequency burst) followed by a long, low front vowel.
YJ
The vowel is either diphthongized or prenasalized, and it is I *J followed by a nasal, a short vowel and a stop. As with most _.
stops or silent intervals, we must consider the possibility that |J a weak fricative such as /f,£/ is present but not visible. Lexical searches of one-and two-word sequences revealed no likely candidates. "Handle" is rejected for several inconsistencitö. In an expanded lexical search with relaxed matching I ri criteria, the word "down" was found. Critical reasoning that included the possibility of a slight speaker accent on the vowel ■ -| nucleus suggested that this was a satisfactory match, and the III . , a velar release, since it has a concentration of energy at about 2 KHz. It is followed by either a prolonged aspiration interval or a fricative such as /s/. The vowel nucleus begins as a high-front vowel which is diphthongized. There may or may not be a final consonant. This summary of the superficial aspects of the pattern leaves one with a very unsatisfactory feeling. The vowel transition is not typical of any stressed English glide or diphthong, and the aspiration (if it is aspiration) is much longer than one would expect in a plosive-vowel transition. With this preliminary analysis, it is difficult to go to the lexicon and find the correct word, i.e., "cube." However, if this word is considered as a possibility (as it might be if the syntactic or semantic context is taken into account) everything falls into place. Prolonged aspiration with some stimulus frication generation is typical of voiceless plosive plus /y/ coarticulations, and the prolonged transition of /y/ plus vowel that never seems to reach the /u/ target is also reasonable from articulatory considerations. A simple automatic procedure could easily take this sequence and form the syllable /ksi/ because the acoustic data would probably match this sequence of segments reasonably well.
Acoustic Attributes used in Recognition Strategy
A partial list of acoustic attributes is given in Table 5 , to indicate the types of spectrographic oatterns that we tended to focus upon during the initial feature analysis. Formantfrequency changes also played a significant role in the analysis due to the fact that many of the acoustic-phonetic rules that we attempted to apply to the data were originally learned in terms of formant parameters. Formant frequencies are not always synonymous with spectral energy concentrations, particularly if two formants are close together and a broad analyzing filter is used. Presumably, the rules could be restated in terms of major spectral energy concentrations in an automatic speech recognition application because formants are often difficult to determine automatically from the acoustic waveform.
Note that we have chosen to de-emphasize the idea of locating segment boundaries as an independent step in the analysis. Some types of boundaries fall naturally into the class of acoustic attributes mentioned above; other segment boundaries were not explicitly located in time as a part of the analysis.
Phonetic Features
We have talked about phonetic features of the type proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) or Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1963) during this paper. An example of a possible feature matrix for the lexical ( try "second" is shown in Table 6 . The presence or absence of a feature is indicated by a + or a -in the appropriate place in the table. There are certain features which apply only if other features are present in a segment. For example, for a segment that is [+ labial] or [+ coronal] in English, the features high, low, back and rounded do not apply (or are predictable from the context). Or, the features anterior and lateral apply to [+ coronal] segments. The features in Table 6 are a subset of those proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) , except for come minor changes.
An optimum set of features for automatic speech recognition purposes has yet to be developed. We have no reason to suppose, however, that it will be substantially different from the phonetic features that play such a powerful role in expressing the phonological constraints in language, as shown, for example. by Chomsky and Halle (1968) . As we hava indicated, some phonetic features may be rather directly related, through simple rules, to acoustic attributes of the type just described. Other features are more abstract in the sense that their acoustic correlates may be greatly influenced by the context.
The advantages of a feature representation over a traditional phonemic representation are significant. Features form a natural language for expressing partial information about a phonetic segment. A feature organization aids in performing sophisticated lexical searches by allowing questions such as "Give me all lexical entries containing a strident followed by a front vowel." All of the rule-governed transformations that take place when words combine to form an utterance, such as coarticulation, segment deletion, feature changes, durational changes, and word stress effects are described far more easily in terms of features than for example in terms of lists of phonemes. • implemented as a computer program, could be used to generate hypotheses about lexical items appearing in an unknown utterance, very much like our initial analysis in terms of r^.lativly unencoded features aided in proposing potential word strings. However, we then found it necessary to go back to the primary acoustic data in order to tell whether a hypothesis should be accepted or rejected. With the high feature error and omission rates that are likely in an automated phonetic transcription procedure, it seems reasonable to believe that a similar tyne of " hypothesis-verification process involving the primary acoustic -? data will be needed. A phonetic transcription which contains 10 l_i to 15 percent errors and which leaves a number of features unspecified simply becomes too ambiguous to be decoded by higherlevel programs unless very powerful syntactic, semantic and lexical constraints apply (Hanne and Shoup, 1965) .
The results of the second experiment suggest that visual recognition of spectograms from a 200-word lexicon can be done with a fairly small error rate. But, is this an encouraging result for workers in the field of automatic speech recognition? We ^-i have the subjective feeling that it is not. The reason is the seeming complexity of the things we were doing in our heads in order to recognize a feature or word or phrase. It is not simply the enormous number of detailed facts that one must learn and know. The number of facts is incredibly larqe and not well documented, but this is not in principle an obstacle for the computer systems of today. What is staggering is the magnitude and complexity of the semantic and syntactic information that is available in the long-term memory of a human observer, and the complexity of our reasoning as we manipulate the facts at all levels to assess what is possible and what is not possible.
Is this reasoning power necessary in order to decode contextdependent features and to validate hypotheses that are generated?
For an application such as the one described which involves a 200-word lexicon and a relatively open syntax, we think thai, it is indeed necesary.
Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
In order to out these thoughts into concrete terms, it is instructive to consider an example of a state-of-the-art speech recognition device. Vicens and Reddy have designed a system that controls a robot by recognizing sentences constructed from a 16-word lexicon with rigid syntactic constraints (Vicens, 1969; Reddy, 1967) . It is probably the best (if not the only) device that has been built to date that deals with continuous soeech. We shall not describe in detail the various steps that take place in their recognition strategy, but certain analogies can be drawn between their work and the recognition framework that we have described. The phonemic categories that they use are very similar to our so-called obvious phonetic feature distinctions. Context-dependent phonetic distinctions such as place-ofarticulation for stops are not even attempted by Vicens and Reddy. Instead, the matching of the xnput to the lexicon xs done in terms of a course phonemic classification based on the raw acoustic data. A second point to note is that there is nothing analogous to our process of going back to the acoustic data to check the consistency of an hypothesis. That is, after initial phonetic categorizations are made, the acoustic data are not preserved in -?
a "pre-categorical" store for future analysis. Sophisticated •* phonetic feature decoding rules and a hypothesis verification stage are not needed in the Vicens-Reddy application because the lexicon is small enough (16 words) and the syntax is very constraining. It is our feeling that this tyoe of recognition system will have to be modified significantly in order to extend m-k to larger vocabularies because the only current mechanism for dealing with errors in the input representation is to restrict * the number of possibilities at any decision point to a small •f enough number that gross acoustic distinctions suffice most of *• the time. This pilot study has only begun to describe the potential problems to be faced by a continuous speech recognition device. Continued work with spectrographic data appears to be a rich source for developing increased knowledge about the nature of 'f these problems. Questions that remain concerning the visual re-*-* cognition task include:
(1) Do new speakers require recalibration . ? of our decision criteria? (2) Will practice at this task tend to 4J change our strategies and reveal short-cuts? (3) How does one begin to formalize our protocols and collect specific facts about English in computer-implementable form?
In order to investigate these questions, we plan to select a new lexicon based on a potentially useful continuous speech recognition application (Woods, 1971) . The lexicon will be stored in the computer in terms of segments and features (see Table 6 ). A simple user-oriented language is being developed to make possible feature-based questions about lexical entries. This language will facilitate scans of the lexicon in future visual recognition experiments.
A collection of sentences covering the vocabulary will be recorded by several speakers and broadband spectrograms will be made. In working with this new material, we will verbalize our thought processes and save a list of questions asked about the lexicon. A subsequent protocol analysis will be performed in the hope of formalizing a recognition strategy and improving the form of the lexical representation.
The Problem of Machine Implementation
In some respects, a broadband spectrogram is not an ontimum form of representation for visual recognition of speech. The limited dynamic range from blackest black to liqhtest grey in a spectrogram means that many of the weaker consonants are poorly represented in a spectrographic display. This need not be limitation for the representation in a comnuter as long as a good signal-to-ncise ratio is preserved in the oriqinal acoustic data. However, the problem of automatic extraction of acoustic properties such as formant frequencies, fundamental frequency, rapid spectral changes, etc., remains as a serious obstacle to the machine implementation of any recognition strategy. It is also Report No. 2154
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. true that many of the detailed facts about the acoustic phonetics of English are not available in machine implementable form. How-I i ever, a carefully selected program of leading in this area r , (Rothenberg, 1963; Fant, 1960; Lehiste, 1968) can lay the foundation for serious work on speech recognition systems.
In conclusion, it is suggested that every serious worker in the area of automatic speech recognition should undertake tc read spectrograms in an organized way similar to the projects that we have described. It is an excellent way of learning a great deal about speech, and it is the only sure way to convince yourself of the complexities involved and of the necessity for approaching rthe problem with more sophisticated forms of analysis.
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